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We recently described a near-surface imaging scheme that employs disilanes and 
a bilayer resist scheme which together dramatically improve silicon contrast. A relatively 
thin 0.25 to 0.1 pm imaging layer of a chemically amplified photo-crosslinking resist 
(Shipley XP-8844 or XP-9472) is spin coated on top of a thicker (0.25-0.5 pm) layer of 
hard-baked resist (such as Shipley MP-1807). This bilayer scheme improves silicon 
contrast and provides additional advantages such as providing a planarizing layer and a 
processing layer. 

exposure baking crosslinks the acid containing regions and renders these areas 
impermeable and unreactive to the silylating agent, N,N- 
dimethylaminopentamethyldisilane (DMAPMDS). This disilane, despite a boiling point 
of 155 "C and its larger steric size, is as reactive as hexamethyldisilazane under our 
silylation conditions. The diffusion of this material is non-Fickian with a sharp 
demarcation between the silylated and unsilylated regions as shown by Rutherford 
backscattering. The incorporation of the DMAPMDS into the photoresist increases the 
thickness of the imaging layer by approximately 80%. This volume increase can be 
controlled so as to prevent flow of the silylated resist between features or around feature 
edges. This control of the volume increase has been realized through improvements in 
processing and materials, specifically crosslinking additives. Cross sectioned and stained 
wafers reveal this effect of flow control very clearly. These crosslinkers help limit flow 
in the silylated regions without significantly reducing the ease of silylation. 

descumming step is employed. This step increases sensitivity, linearity and reduces the 
amount of debris in the unsilylated regions. The use of disilanes introduces a greater 
amount of silicon into the polymer than is possible with silicon reagents that incorporate 
only one silicon atom per reactive site. This allows for greater etch latitudes. While the 
ratio of silicon atoms per volume element in the silylation reagent is approximately the 

Photoinduced acid generation in the top imaging layer and subsequent post 

Prior to reactive ion etching (RE) which affords a positive-tone image, a brief 



same as what one would achieve with silylating reagents that deliver one silicon per 
reactive site, the weight percent of silicon in the resist is higher. Additionally, the 
thickness of the masking layer is greater, thus providing longer time to breakthrough. 

between exposed and unexposed regions and thereby increases the contrast. This 
increased etch selectivity allows the use of etch processes that incorporates both 
anisotropic etching and sidewall deposition thus affording straighter sidewalls. 
Typically, these are less selective than pure oxygen etching and hence the improved 
masking layer is very significant. We have resolved high aspect ratio, very high quality 
0.20 pm line and space patterns at 248 nm with a stepper having a numerical aperture 
(NA)=0.53. This indicates our process has a Rayleigh k value of 0.42. We have also 
resolved much smaller high quality features using E W .  

The synthesis of "smallertt disilanes, such as N,N-dimethylamino- 1,2- 
dimethyldisilane, (DMADMDS), and N,N-diethylamino- 1 ,Zdimethyldisilane has also 
been achieved and their reactivity has been studied. These materials are more volatile 
and more reactive than DMAPMDS. Although they incorporate a large number of silicon 
hydrogen bonds, these reagents appear to be surprisingly stable and can be handled 
without additional precautions. Imaging results obtained with them will be described. 

The higher silicon content in the silylated polymer increases etching selectivity 
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